ABSTRACT Joint fraud is one of the most common fraud types existing in medical fraud. However, joint fraud detection is a difficult problem because fraudsters take only a very small part of the population and fraudsters do everything to bypass fraud detection constraints. Most existing fraud detection studies focus on finding normal behavior patterns and treat those who possess behaviors that violate behavior patterns as fraudsters. However, these methods generally have high false positives because normal people may also sometime behave contrary to normal behavior patterns. To address this issue, we propose an abnormal group-based joint fraud detection method named abnormal group-based joint fraud detection method. This method can distinguish suspicious fraudsters from normal persons who have unusual behaviors by abnormal group mining in person similarity adjacency graph so that the occurrence of false positives caused by nonfraudulent abnormal behavior can be reduced. The extensive experiments using medical insurance data show that our approach has improved the precision of joint fraud detection by more than 10% compared with the conventional methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Healthcare insurance frauds are causing billions of dollars in losses for public healthcare funds around the world. Among all the heathcare fraud types, joint fraud is one of the most common fraud types and it exists widely in a variety of situations. For example, a group of patients may diddle medical insurance fund by conducting medical seeking together. Joint fraud denotes that two or more individuals conspired to commit an occupational fraud, losses rose dramatically [17] . The joint fraud detection faces with a number of inherent challenges.
1) The first challenge is that joint fraudsters only take a very small portion of the overall crowd. These fraudsters' behaviors are extraordinary and anomalous with respect to the entire crowd. It is desirable to find compact clusters formed by these fraction of persons in the whole data set, which is called abnormal group mining [3] . This specific type of clustering task cannot be satisfactorily resolved by conventional clustering methods since generally those methods try to assign most of the objects into clusters. Figure 1 shows an example of abnormal groups. Each circle denotes a person. Only a quite small percentage of person can be clustered into a class while most persons have different behaviors with each other.
2) Secondly, conventional fraud detection methods tend to obtain a large number of false positives. Specifically, not all behaviors made by a regular person look normal. Hence not all persons in mined abnormal groups are indeed fraudsters. A normal person can often do something with a couple of friends. Hence some of these regular persons may be mined as abnormal group because their behaviors are highly similar.
As mentioned above, joint fraud detection is a tough problem because fraudsters only take a very small percentage of the total population and fraudsters try everything to avoid existing fraud detection constraints. With the booming of information technology and data processing capabilities, several human behavior pattern mining based methods are proposed for joint fraud detection. Most existing fraud detection methods [4] - [6] , [14] tend to identify normal patterns of human behavior and view people with behaviors that violate behavior patterns as fraudulent. Nevertheless, normal people may also have some behaviors violate behavior patterns under normal circumstances. Hence conventional joint fraud detection methods always have high false positive rates. The high false positive rates hinder the usability of existing joint fraud detection systems in a great degree.
Therefore, in this paper,we focus on detect the very small portion of persons who conduct joint fraud. However, we don't consider the complicated situation that fraudsters have rigorous division of cooperation. We propose an abnormal group based joint fraud detection method(AGJFD) which can distinguish suspicious fraudsters from normal persons who have unusual behaviors. Hence we can guarantee high precision of the detection result, which is the most important indicator in fraud detection.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related work in the problem of joint fraud detection. Section 3 describes the problem definition of joint fraud detection problem. Section 4 introduces abnormal group based joint fraud detection method(AGJFD). Section 5 provides an empirical study of our algorithm with real healthcare insurance data. Section 6 concludes our work and discusses several interesting directions.
II. RELATED WORK
Conventional clustering is to partition most objects into clusters [1] . Instead, our task is to partition a small portion of objects into abnormal groups. Some traditional clustering algorithms, such as K-Means [1] , assign every object to a cluster and thus cannot solve our problem. One recent paper has focused on finding the best clusters on large graphs [2] that uses a parameter of the number of the objects to control the memory usage and increase scalability. However, it is still based on the hypothesis that most objects can be divided into clusters.
Abnormal group mining(AGM) is proposed to find compact clusters formed by a (very) small portion of objects in a large data set [3] . The predecessor of abnormal group is Peculiarity Group [4] . They identify the problem of mining peculiarity groups and defining a measurement of the degree of peculiarity. A general framework and a principled approach were proposed to tackle the problem of mining cohesive anomalies [3] . The formalized definitions on AGM and a framework algorithm were presented, and several interesting applications were particularized [5] . However, they all consider all objects in the abnormal group as suspicious objects. In fact, the abnormal groups can be classified into normal group and abnormal group as well.
Most research on outlier detection concentrates on the isolated objects (i.e., point outliers). A common characteristic between point outliers detection and our task is to discover minority objects in a data set. However, for our problem, most objects are individual outliers while relatively few objects are similar and form abnormal groups; for outlier mining problem, minority objects are outliers while most objects are similar. There exist a few works addressing the case where the outliers are clustered (micro-clusters or clustered anomalies) [6] . They assign similar anomalies into microclusters, but also assume most data points fall into normal clusters. Here we assume most data points do not belong to any cluster and can be filtered out.
Algorithms for maximal clique enumeration (MCE) have been extensively studied over the decades. The problem of MCE is NP-hard theoretically but because of its significance in real applications, many practical algorithms have been proposed. However, many of these algorithms [7] - [9] have become impractical today due to the fast growing size of graphs in the real world. For example, most social networks (e.g., Facebook, Twitter) and communication networks (e.g., SMS, MSN) have up to billions of users; other networks such as citation networks, transportation networks, stockmarket networks, etc., are also massively large. To address the intensity of MCE computation in large graph, several external-memory algorithms [10] , [11] , [18] , [19] have been proposed.
In generally speaking, conventional joint fraud detection methods have high false positive rates which prevent the availability of fraud detection systems. So we propose the comprehensive joint fraud detection approach which can improve the detection accuracy and reduce the computation complexity in large graph.
III. PROBLEM DEFINITION
We denote P = {p 1 , ..., p m } be a set of persons in the whole data set. Only a very small part of the persons indicated in P are involved in joint fraud, which is indicated as S = {s 1 , ..., s n }, S ⊂ P. These persons can be clustered to multiple groups according to their behavior similarity. However, not all persons in abnormal groups are indeed fraudsters. So we need to classify the mined abnormal groups into normal groups and suspicious groups. Our goal is to detect suspicious persons who may participate in joint fraud.
In real applications, due to the time discrete and behavioral complexity, often a person is similar to a small number of other persons. As mentioned above, the abnormal group is a peculiar phenomenon, the number of common behavioral patterns and abnormal groups is relatively few.
In this paper, we present abnormal group based joint fraud method, which is to mine suspicious persons who may participate in joint fraud from the crowd. The problem is a novel and practical fraud detection problem. It clearly overlaps with work on traditional clustering, outlier detection and sequential pattern mining, but it is critically different from them. The proposed method can be divided into four steps: 1) Calculate the similarity between person pairs according to their behavior similarity and construct person behavior similarity adjacency graph G.
2) Maximal Clique Enumeration in G and obtain abnormal groups.
3) Select features which can distinguish suspicious group from normal groups. 4) Classify the mined abnormal groups into normal group and suspicious group, export the person set in suspicious groups for manual inspection.
In Section 4, we will present in detail how AGJFD works.
IV. ABNORMAL GROUP BASED JOINT FRAUD DETECTION
In this section, we will introduce in detail the various steps of our proposed joint fraud detection method.
A. PERSON SIMILARITY CALCULATION
Due to the sparsity of the persons' behavior, conventional distance-based similarity calculation is not adaptable. First of all, we need to define the similarity calculation function between person pairs. The goal of the similarity function S is to measure the similarity of two persons' behavior.
Definition 1 (Behavior):
A behavior b refers to an activity a performed by a person p at a given point time t in location l.
Definition 2 (Joint Behavior): Joint Behavior means that two or more different persons do the same type of activity at adjacency time (time interval is no more than threshold ϒ) at the same location. Threshold ϒ depends on the particular background. For example, in our medical insurance joint fraud detection, ϒ is set to 2 days.In order to reduce the dimensionality of the myriad of behaviors and avoid the curse of cardinality, we use coarse-grained expression which is the type of the activity to denote the behavior. For two person p i and p j , the set of joint behaviors of these two persons can be denoted as JB(p i , p j ). JB(p i , p j ) is composed of all the joint behaviors of p i and p j during certain period.
Definition 3 (Joint Behavior Similarity): Joint behavior similarity is affected by the time interval of the behavior pairs. For joint behaviors b i = a i , p i , t i , l i and bj = a j , p j , t j , l j , we can infer that a i = a j and l i = l j , the joint behavior similarity is calculated as
The shorter the time interval of the joint behavior pairs, the more similar between the behavior pairs. Equation 1 makes the joint behavior similarity as decreasing function of time interval.
Definition 4 (Person Similarity):
The behavior similarity between person pairs means the level of similarity of two persons' behaviors during a determinate period. Similarity between two persons is the sum of all the joint behavior similarity between pairs. 
The weight denotes the extent of similarity between two connected vertices. So the larger the weight of the edge (v i , v j ), the more similar the two person p i and p j are.
We aim at mining abnormal groups from the whole crowd, so we need not only consider pairs similarity between persons. Therefore, we construct person similarity adjacency graph G ( ps) = V , E, W (example shown in Figure 2 ). 
B. ABNORMAL GROUP MINING
According to the manifestation of joint fraud, we can conclude that person in each abnormal group should be similar to other persons in this group. So the abnormal group mining can be converted to a maximal clique enumeration problem in graph G p s.
Definition 6 (Clique): A clique is a fully-connected subgraph in a finite, simple graph, i.e., there are edges between any two vertices.
Definition 7 (Maximal Clique):
A maximal clique is a clique that cannot be extended by including one more adjacent vertex, meaning it is not a subset of a larger clique. 
end for 7: Person similarity Calculation Sim(
end for 10: end for 11: Vertex Set V = P 12: Edge set E indicates the connected vertices are similar 13: Construct person similarity graph G ps = V , E, W 14: return G ps
Definition 8 (Maximal Clique Enumeration):
The problem of Maximal Clique Enumeration (MCE) is given a graph G, find the set of all maximal cliques in G. According to the specific circumstances, we can infer that persons in the abnormal groups must be similar to more than h(threshold value determined by particular case) persons at least.
Definition 9 (h-Vertices): Given a graph G = (V, E), the set of h-vertices H is defined as H = {v :
H\V denotes the vertices set of vertices which belong to V while belong to H.
Definition 10 (H-Graph): Given a graph G = (V, E) and h-vertices H, the H-graph of G denoted as GH, is the reduced subgraph of G by H.
For example, consider the graph in Figure 2 , which contains 10 vertices and 18 edges.When h = 3, h-vertices set of this graph is H = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9}. It can be easily checked in Figure 2 that all the 7 vertices in H have degree at least 3 and all the remaining vertices have degree less than 3. The H-graph of Figure 2 is shown in Figure 3 .
Hence, to simply the calculation, we obtain the H-graph of G ps denoted as G H and conduct MCE in G H . Different from conventional MCE problem, our person similarity graph G ps is a weighted graph while existing MCE methods major in scale-free networks.
To this end, we propose two-step H-graph based MCE method. Firstly, we find h-vertices in graph G and deduce the H-graph G H . Secondly, we conduct partition-based MCE on graph G H .
We calculate the average similarity of each vertex in h-vertices and order the vertices according to the average similarity.
where adj(v') denotes the neighbor nodes of v' and d(v') is the degree of v'. For further pruning and simplify the calculation, we employ partition-based MCE [15] . The main idea is to repeatedly extract a subgraph that fits in memory and compute the maximal cliques locally from the subgraph. To select appropriate subgraph, seed vertices [15] and extended seed vertices [15] are defined as follows.
Definition 11 (Seed Vertices): Given a graph G = (V, E), denote S to be a set of seed vertices selected from V, where S ⊂ V . The seed subgraph of G, denoted by G S = (V S , E S ), is defined as the induced subgraph of G by S.
Definition 12 (Entended Seed Vertices): Given a set of seed vertices S of a graph G = (V, E), the set of extended seed vertices, or simply extended vertices, denoted by S + , is defined as S + = S {v : v ∈ adj(u), ∀u ∈ S}, adj(u) denotes the neighbor nodes of node u. The extended seed subgraph, or simply extended subgraph, denoted by G S+ , is defined as the induced subgraph of G by S + . Figure 4 shows an example of seed subgraph and extended seed subgraph in Figure 3 . Vertices set 1,3,5 are selected as seed nodes because they have highest average similarity. Select the top thirty percent vertices with highest average similarity as seed vertices, then conduct partition-based MCE [15] and obtain maximal clique set M(C).
Then each maximal clique can be considered as an abnormal group. However, not all abnormal groups resulted from Algorithm 2 Two-Step H-Graph Based MCE Require: a graph G = (V, E, W), threshold H hV = ∅ 2: for each v in V do if degree(v) > H then 4: hV = hV {v} end if 6 
C. FEATURE SELECTION
This step aims to further distinguish suspicious joint fraud groups from abnormal groups resulted from periodic or chance. Specifically, the focus of feature selection is to select a subset of variables from the input which can efficiently describe the input data while reducing effects from irrelevant variables and still provide good classification results.
To remove irrelevant features, a feature selection criterion is required which can measure the relevance of each feature with the output class. Several literatures have presented various definitions and measurements for the relevance of a variable. A feature can be regarded as irrelevant if it is conditionally independent of the class labels. It essentially states that if a feature is to be relevant it can be independent of the input data but cannot be independent of the class labels i.e. the feature that has no influence on the class labels can be discarded.
Suppose the mined abnormal groups can be denoted as AG = {g1, g2, ..., gn} (each abnormal group is a set of persons(nodes) deduced by a maximal clique in G H ). The persons have different attributes such as demographic information, statistics of behavior information and so on. Each group gi can be represented by multiple variables g i = {f i1 , f i2 , ..., f im }. However, not all the m features are useful to distinguish suspicious groups and normal groups.
To conduct feature selection, we apply a unsupervised feature selection algorithm based on Intergroup Coefficient of Variation.
Definition 13 (Intergroup Coefficient of Variation):
The Intergroup Coefficient of Variation indicates the discrete degree of this feature between different groups. For each feature f i , the larger the corresponding Intergroup Coefficient of Variation, the less possible to remove this feature.
We calculate the weights of a classifier to rank the feature of their removal according to their Intergroup Coefficient of Variation. Let score s j can be defined as:
n is the number of groups, f j indicates the fth feature of the group, f ij denotes the value of fth feature of group gi. (f i ) is the average of feature f i . Equation 4 can be used as a ranking criteria to sort the features. The higher the score s j , the more relevant the feature with the output label. Consider with the specific case, a threshold φ determined by the distribution of score s and the features whose score is lower than φ are removed.
With the selected features, each abnormal group gi can be denoted as a feature vector FV g i . We map the defined features into a high dimensional space and compute the optimal decision surface in support vector machines (SVM) [16] . We select widely used kernel function-Gaussian kernel [16] : shown in Equation 5 .
is the width parameter [16] and we learn the parameter by cross-validation.
Finally, the mined abnormal groups are divided into suspicious groups and normal groups. The persons in suspicious groups are regarded as suspicious fraudsters and will be sent to manual checking. Eventually we can distinguish suspicious fraudsters from persons who happen to have high similarity owing to periodicity. Therefore,our method can reduce the false positive to a great extent.
V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
In this section, we present experimental results with our proposed method. First, we describe the experimental environments and provide details of implementation. Then, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our method by comparing with several benchmark methods. Finally, we show practical usage of our methods in a real-world system.
In medical insurance, one of the most common fraud type is joint fraud. So we compare the effectiveness of our method with benchmark methods under the background of medical insurance joint fraud.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
Datasets. We conduct our experiments on real-world medical insurance datasets containing over 40 million records of more VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 5. Example of medical insurance records. than 10,000 patients covers two years(from January 2013 to December 2015). Figure 5 shows an example of medical insurance records. We obtain the id of persons who participated in collusive medical fraud from the medical insurance supervision interface and label the history record. We split the data into historical training set and evaluation test set. Specifically, training set covers about one and half a year(from January 2013 to June 2015) and test set comes from the following half years (from July 2015 to December 2015). Also, from the training set, we filter out patients whose maximum number of records is no more than five.
Benchmark. The method is compared with various competing methods grouped into the following categories:
Classification methods (CM). We select the art-of-state classification method-L-SVM [16] and straight-forwardly fitted it with the training set and evaluated it with the test set.
Anomaly detection (AD). Anomaly detection methods aims to identify objects which do not conform to an expected pattern or other objects in a dataset. Local outlier factor such as DILOF [13] , seem more appropriate for our joint fraud detection.
Pattern Mining(PM). Pattern mining methods tend to mine the behavior patterns of the whole crowd. BP-Growth [14] proposed optimizing strategies for association rule mining for behavior pattern analysis.
Abnormal Group (AG). Abnormal group mining methods tend to mine compact clusters formed by a (very) small portion of objects in a large data set [3] . It consider all the objects in mined abnormal groups as fraudulent.
For all the methods with parameters, we optimize the parameters with 10-fold cross-validation by further dividing the training set into 80% for model fitting and 20% for parameter validation.
Evaluation metrics. We use precision, recall, and F-score computed with test set to evaluate the performances of different methods. Precision = and f n (false negative) is the number of persons incorrectly classified as non-fraudulent.
B. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Firstly, we calculate the similarity of each patients pair and construct person similarity graph Gps of these patients (example shown in Figure 6 ). Then we conduct our H-graph based MCE on G ps and obtain abnormal groups (example shown in Figure 7 ). However, owing to the periodicity of drugs can also result in clustering patients into abnormal group, we conduct feature selection (example shown in Table 1 ) and classify the mined abnormal groups into suspicious group and normal group. Finally, we consider the patients in suspicious groups as joint fraudsters.
We have several interesting observations which confirm our research motivation from Figure 8 . First, the precisions of pure classification method is very low. Since the proportion of positive instances is extremely low, the classification problem is unbalanced. The AD method perform somehow better, but it has low recall because most fraudsters will try their best to avoid to bypass regular detection rules. The PM method has high precision but low recall because there is few behavior pattern in the crowd. Because of the curse of cardinality, BP-Growth [14] can hardly find meaningful frequent itemsets from the whole crowd. The AG method has low precision because it considers all the persons in the abnormal groups as suspicious. In contrast, our AGJFD method significantly improve the precision by more than 20%. This observation shows that our approach can effectively reduce the falsepositives. Moreover, our method also performs better in terms of other metrics. For example, the recall of our method is consistently above 80%. As a result of high precision and high recall, when these two metrics are combined together to form the f-measure shown in Figure 8 , AGJFD consistently beats the comparison approaches in the experiments. On average, AGJFD outperforms the comparison approaches in terms of f-measure by over 10%.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we concentrate on the detection of joint fraud and propose Abnormal Group Based joint fraud detection method. Our method can conquer the challenge that distinguish suspicious joint fraudsters from persons who happen to have high similarity owing to periodicity. Hence our method can ensure a high percision. Besides, we reduce the calculation by proposing two-step H-graph based MCE. Extensive experiments on medical insurance dataset show that our method outperforms existing methods more than 20% in precision.
Currently, AGJFD has been implemented as a recommendation agent to provide decisions support for approval officers in a medical insurance claim system to assess the probability of joint fraud for incoming claims. Furthermore, AGJFD can be applied into joint fraud detection in various applications such as law enforcement, finance and so on. 
